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Scheduling or Questions? Call l.855.678.4628

When it's time to schedule your deposition of a China-based witness, we want you to have the most comprehensive
information available at your fingertips. That is why our experts have put together this easy-to-follow guide on setting
up a deposition near China. First, let's answer some of the most important questions:
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Are there any

China does not permit the taking of depositions or witness statements in China for use in foreign

restrictions on

courts. Even conducting a deposition in a hotel room with an oath by private persons could result

holding a U.S. depo

in criminal penalties under Chinese law. The restrictions also extend to telephonic depos and

in China?

depos by videoconference. Beyond being merely frowned upon. participation in unauthorized
depositions can result in serious sanctions. from deportation to the arrest and detention of attor
neys and other participants.
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Is there a work

The best solution is to have your witness travel from mainland China to Hong Kong (or a nearby

around for

country like Singapore or Taiwan). and take your deposition there. Depositions are completely

deposing a witness

legal and there are no restrictions for taking them outside of China.

based in China?
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Can depos in Hong

Depositions in Hong Kong. Singapore. or Taiwan can take place at the venue of your choosing,

Kong, Singapore, or

whether that be a hotel, law firm office. conference room. or videoconferencing facility.

Taiwan take place
at any venue?
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Are there court

Optima Juris has local court reporters in Hong Kong, Singapore and throughout Asia, which means

reporters in Asia

little to no travel costs for you.

for U.S.
depositions?
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Does a U.S. pass

U.S. passport holders may enter Hong Kong, Singapore, or Taiwan for up to 90 days for tourist or

port holder need a

business purposes without a visa.

visa to enter Hong
Kong, Singapore, or
Taiwan?
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Useful links
Traveling to Asia for a deposition? Get the most out of your
visit with these useful tips.

Agoda Hong Kong hotel search
Agoda Taiwan hotel search
Agoda Singapore hotel search

Hong Kong electrical requirements
Taiwan electrical requirements
Singapore electrical requirements

Complete list of holidays in Hong Kong
Complete list of holidays in Taiwan

HOLIDAYS&.
OBSERVANCES

Complete list of holidays in Singapore

